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Transfiguration Sunday

Sermon by The Rev. Lusmarina Campos Garcia

Based on Matthew17:1-9

Transfiguration and carnival, what possible connections are there between these two events?

Starting last Friday until next Tuesday, millions of people are dancing on the streets of Brazil and in many
other parts of the world. Brazilian carnival is considered the largest popular feast in this category. The whole
country stops its routine and enters a different dimension of life; one of joy, fantasy and ecstasy. Life is
somehow transformed, enveloped in this glorious atmosphere, embedded by a radiance that warms and
redeems, but that at some times provoke fear. Social roles are changed. The poor living in exclusion and
anonymity become the center of the feast. Garbage collectors are the musicians. Maidens are porta-bandeiras,
the person who carries the flag of the parade - this is a key position. The carnival in Rio, originally imported
by the city's bourgeoisie from Paris, was totally transformed by Afro Brazilians who moved to impoverished
slums surrounding Rio following the abolition of slavery in Brazil. Historically our carnival is a feast of
resistance but also liberation, of social redemption, of beauty and amazement. There are exaggerations, mostly
related to alcohol and sex. But this is not what lies in the heart of our carnival. What lies in the heart of our
carnival is an unstoppable joy, a communal experience of amazement, a time to leave sadness behind, a time
for transformation.

It seems to me that the transfiguration has similarities with the carnival. The disciples experienced deep
amazement and at the same time joy. They were enveloped by this glorious atmosphere within which they
wanted to remain. They were embedded by an intense light bringing warmth and at the same time fear.
Isabelle Graessle says in her recently published book on the Gospel of Matthew that the Mountain of
Transfiguration is a "Mountain of extremes. It takes the disciples to the most extraordinary exaltation, and at
the same time, the most terrible fear".

Transfiguration is the translation for the Greek word metamorphosis (metamorphÃ³), which means to change
into another form or image. In Matthew the word is used to describe the transformation of the features and
clothes of Jesus.

The Transfiguration story is full of biblical allusions. Moses and Elijah are representatives of the Law and the
prophets, two fundamental dimensions of the Israelite's religion, culture and life. The story evokes the
experience of Moses on the Mount of Sinai and brings back elements of God's manifestations to the people in
the past: the cloud and the voice. In the Old Testament the cloud was a sign of God's presence. And according
to the New Testament Jesus will come again in the clouds (Mark 14,62; Matthew 26,64; Revelation 11,12).
The voice that talks to the disciples is the same one that speaks at the baptism of Jesus.

An important element in Matthew's account is light. The text says: "he was transfigured before them, and his
face shone like the sun and his clothes became dazzling white." Jesus face is neither the first nor the last one
that shines in the bible; Moses' face had shone long before as well as the face of the wise in Ecclesiastes (8,1).
In Revelations there is also a shinning face, a son of Man (1,13). A shinning face is a recurrent image in the
bible. When related to God, it means that God favors the people. When related to people, it implies
metamorphosis.
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Besides recording the experience of Jesus and his disciples on that "high mountain", the transfiguration is a
metaphor of our own lives. Have you ever seen a shinning face? Do you notice how the faces of those who are
happy, who have found love; those who received a gift, who overcame a difficult moment in life or met an
important goal; those who achieved a prize or were healed look? How did Agathe's or the Manchalas' face
look when they got the keys to their new houses? How did the faces of the new members we will receive this
morning look when I said they were welcome to join our Congregation?

Transfiguration implies astonishment and joy to the extreme. But it also implies transformation. To be
transformed is often a painful experience. So, a shinning face is not only a face that expresses deep happiness
but one that writhes while it endures deep changes. Has your face shone lately?

The transfiguration of Jesus Christ stands for our own possibilities of being transformed, of shinning, of
inverting the order, of facing our fears, of hoping for a transformed world. Isabelle says that "to climb the
Transfiguration Mountain is to let the light of the Kingdom reach my face completely; it is to let it touch my
fears, including my fear of death; it is to be awake to what is beyond the visible, to the voice of the One who
lives".

Transfiguration is not only an experience of Jesus and his disciples then. It is an experience possible for us,
here, now and everywhere.

Chico Buarque de Hollanda, one of the best Brazilian composers, wrote a samba in which he speaks of
carnival. He describes it as a contagious joy; a parade in the samba rhythm danced in remembrance of those
who came before us, who lived under almost inhuman conditions but found strength in that one day of joy and
celebration. Even the stones of the streets would dance at the rhythm of those people's music and steps.

It is going by in this avenue,
a popular samba is going by.
Each cobblestone
Of the old city
Will get goose pimples tonight
Remembering that immortal sambas paraded past
That our feet bled
That our ancestors danced the samba here

In a time
An unhappy page of our history
Stonewashed from the memory
Of our new generations,
Our native mother slept so distractedly
That she did not perceive
that she was being subtracted
In shadowy transactions.

Its children
Wandered blind through the continent
Carrying rocks as if they were penitents
Raising strange cathedrals
And one day, after all
They had the right to a profuse joy,
A gasping epidemic
Which was called: carnival.
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The carnival, the carnival!

So applaud the band of hungry barons,
The club of black Napoleons
And the pygmies from the sheik streets.
My God, come look at this,
Come close to see a whole city singing
The evolution of freedom
Until dawn.

Oh, what a good life,
What a good life!
The flag of the sanatorium goes by.

I would like to invite you to join the parade of those who climb the mountain of transfiguration in rhythm of
samba.

(Then the congregation was invited to dance the samba by Chico Buarque led by Pastor Lusmarina)

Back to sermon index
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